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With the rapid advances in our knowledge of the cellular func-
tions of RNA, it is increasingly important to elucidate how an
RNA’s primary sequence dictates the chemical and physical at-
tributes that exact its function. One ubiquitous physical attri-
bute is dynamics, which spans vast timescales, encompasses
a large number of modes, and is dictated by an intimate inter-
play between intrinsic RNA features and external factors.[1] In-
formation on pathways and kinetics of conformational transfor-
mations has been obtained for a number of RNA molecules,
yet less is known about the intrinsic dynamics of individual
equilibrium states. Intrinsic dynamics dictates the ability of
RNA to sample different conformations of an equilibrium en-
semble, thereby shaping pathways and kinetics of transforma-
tions.[1] As such, intrinsic dynamics is crucial to elucidating the
relationship between structure and function.

Here we used site-directed spin labeling (SDSL)[2] to examine
how an RNA junction modulates equilibrium dynamics of
a duplex attached to a large folded RNA. Studies were carried
out on a 120 kD group I ribozyme derived from Tetrahymena
thermophila, which has been used extensively to investigate
RNA structure, folding, and catalysis.[3] By using a nitroxide
probe (Ç, Figure 1 A) rigidly fused to a modified cytosine,[4] dy-
namics of the ribozyme substrate recognition duplex (P1) was
assessed in the “open complex”, in which the P1 duplex forms
no tertiary contacts with the folded ribozyme core (Figure 1 A).
Data obtained by X-band continuous-wave (cw) electron para-
magnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy (which reports nitro-
xide rotational motions in the 0.5–50 nanosecond range) re-
vealed that motional ordering of P1 is modulated by both the
length and sequence of the single-stranded junction (J1/2)

that connects P1 to the ribozyme core. This work established
an incisive method for examining the local nanosecond dy-
namics of specific secondary structure elements within a large
folded RNA.

SDSL provides structural and dynamic information of bio-
molecules by using a site-specifically attached stable radical
probe (usually a nitroxide).[2] Previously, we used a flexible R5a
nitroxide (Figure 1 A) attached to a phosphorothioate at a spe-
cific site on the RNA to study nanosecond equilibrium dynam-
ics of P1 in the folded ribozyme.[5] However, in this previous
study, the nitroxide pyrroline ring (at which the unpaired elec-
tron is localized) was connected to the RNA backbone by
single bonds. Rotations of the pyrroline ring with respect to
the P1 duplex are convoluted with motions of P1 with respect
to the ribozyme core. This convolution not only limits the
probe’s sensitivity to P1 motion, but also complicates the anal-
ysis of P1 motion by using the observed EPR spectra.

To overcome the problem associated with a flexible probe,
we incorporated the rigid spin label Ç[4] into a deoxyribose
oligonucleotide analogue of the ribozyme substrate (dSÇ ; see
Section S1 in the Supporting Information). Pairing of dSÇ with
the ribozyme’s internal-guide-sequence resulted in the forma-
tion of the open complex (Figure 1 A, Section S1). The EPR

Figure 1. A) Ribozyme open complex. The black dot marks the location of
the spin label ; chemical structures of Ç and R5a are shown to the right. B) X-
band cw-EPR spectra of Ç measured in aqueous buffer at 25 8C.
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spectrum of dSÇ obtained in the
presence of the wild-type ribo-
zyme was dramatically different
from that of dSÇ in an isolated
P1 duplex (Figure 1 B, Sec-
tion S2), thus demonstrating suc-
cessful assembly of a ribozyme
with a Ç-labeled P1 analogue.
The ribozyme spectrum shows
an apparent splitting at the
center line, and well-resolved hy-
perfine extrema in the low- and
high-field regions (Figure 1 B,
right). These features are charac-
teristics of a probe with limited
mobility,[2a] which would be ex-
pected for a nitroxide rigidly
fused to the P1 duplex. Further-
more, moving Ç to a different lo-
cation of the P1 duplex yielded
identical spectra (Section S3).
This provides strong support
that Ç and the P1 duplex
behave as a single rigid body,
such that the observed Ç spec-
trum reports motions of the
entire P1 duplex and is not influ-
enced by local motions at or near the nitroxide labeling site.

Previous studies using (flexible) R5a revealed increases in P1
nanosecond mobility upon lengthening of J1/2.[5] These experi-
ments were repeated with the rigid Ç. Figure 2 A shows ribo-
zyme-bound dSÇ spectra in which the J1/2 sequence (i.e. , base
composition) was kept as polyadenosine (same as the wild-
type), while its length is either shortened (0 nt, i.e. , no J1/2), re-
mains the same as the wild-type (the “3A” ribozyme, J1/2 =

“AAA”) or is lengthened (5A and 8A). For each variant, lowering
the temperature led to spectral broadening, which reflected
the expected reduction in Ç mobility, as decreasing tempera-
ture tempers all modes of motion (e.g. , ribozyme tumbling, P1
motion). More importantly, at each temperature, a similar
trend of spectral change is observed with increasing J1/2
length: the central line shows less prominent splitting and be-
comes narrower; the amplitudes of the low- and high-field
peaks reduce, and the splitting between the outer extrema
(2Aeff) decreases slightly (Figure 2 A). These changes indicate in-
creased averaging of the nitroxide magnetic tensors resulting
from increased Ç motion. As the ribozyme variants differ only
in J1/2 length, their overall tumbling motions and the environ-
ment in the immediate vicinity of Ç were expected to be
nearly identical, and were not expected to cause spectral varia-
tion. Therefore, the observed Ç mobility changes report in-
creasing P1 motion as J1/2 lengthens. This conclusion is in
complete agreement with that reached when using the flexible
R5a.[5]

Expanding on previous studies that focused on only J1/2
with poly-A sequences, we examined how the J1/2 sequence
influences P1 motion, by obtaining EPR spectra of a series of

ribozymes in which J1/2 was mutated to poly-U of varying
length (Figure 2 B). Significant differences in Ç spectra were ob-
served between the 3A and the 3U ribozymes (Figures 2 and
3 A, Section S4), thus indicating that the J1/2 sequence also
modulates P1 nanosecond motions, and that the rigid Ç is able
to report such differences. For comparison, spectra were also
obtained for 3A and 3U ribozymes with the flexible R5a (Fig-
ure 3 B). The Ç spectra are substantially broader than those for
the corresponding R5a (Figure 3), as expected from probe mo-
bility reduction by removal of the rotatable bonds (Figure 1 A).

Figure 3. Comparisons of spectra obtained at 25 8C between 3A (black line)
and 3U (dotted line) ribozymes, with A) Ç, and B) R5a.

Figure 2. Ç spectra of ribozyme variants with J1/2 being varying length of A) polyadenosine and B) polyuridine.
For each variant, the 2Aeff of the 25 8C spectrum is shown; and pairs of vertical dotted lines are shown to aid com-
parison of 2Aeff.
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More importantly, differences between the Ç spectra are much
larger than those for R5a (Figure 3). Thus, Ç indeed provides
higher sensitivity of P1 motion.

To obtain insight into how mutating J1/2 sequence alters
the characteristics of P1 motion, we analyzed lineshape differ-
ences in the Ç spectra. Most noticeably, at 25 8C, splitting at
the central line is present in the 3A ribozyme, but is barely de-
tectable for 3U (Figure 3 A, middle inset). Splitting of the cen-
tral line arises from incomplete g-tensor averaging.[2a, 6] Its pres-
ence indicates less motional averaging in the 3A ribozyme. In
addition, at either the low- or the high-field manifold, the 3A
ribozyme has narrower features with larger amplitude relative
to 3U (Figure 3 A, left and right insets), and the corresponding
integrated spectrum shows more prominent outer shoulders
and larger spectral breath (Section S5). These spectral features
reveal less averaging of the hyperfine tensor, another indica-
tion of reduced motion in the 3A ribozyme. Interestingly, with
the difference in hyperfine tensor averaging, the slopes at the
outer edges of the integrated spectra differ between the 3A
and 3U ribozymes (Section S5), thereby giving rise to a slightly
smaller 2Aeff value in the 3A ribozyme (Figure 2).

To further assess differences in P1 motions between the 3A
and 3U ribozymes, we simulated the Ç spectra. The simulations
used a model that describes the nitroxide motion within the
macromolecular environment as a Brownian rotational diffu-
sion constricted by an ordering potential.[6, 7] Figure 4 A shows

the resulting best-fit spectra from simulations of the 3A and
3U ribozymes. These simulations recapitulate the key spectral
differences between the samples, i.e. , the 3A ribozyme has nar-
rower lines with larger amplitudes at both the low- and the
high-field manifolds, and its 2Aeff is smaller than that of the 3U
ribozyme (vide supra). The simulations revealed that in the 3A
ribozyme, Ç (and consequently the P1 duplex) experiences

a higher ordering potential with a faster rate than for 3U (Sec-
tion S6). We note that “increasing ordering with increasing
rate” is considered one form of “reducing mobility”, as has
been observed in protein studies.[8] The simulations therefore
indicate lower Ç mobility in the 3A ribozyme, which is consis-
tent with the lineshape analysis (Figure 3 A).

Although the motional model used in the simulations was
a first-order approximation, it allowed us to visualize qualita-
tively differences in P1 motion within the 0.5–50 ns timeframe.
By using the potentials obtained from simulations, we plotted
the probability for the instantaneous P1 diffusion axis to rotate
to a given angle relative to the overall averaged axis (Fig-
ure 4 B). In addition, from the potentials we computed an
order parameter S and derived a value (qr) that represents the
effective amplitude of the P1 motion[6, 9] (Section S1). The best-
fit spectra yielded S values of 0.87 for the 3A ribozyme and
0.67 for the 3U ribozymes (qr = 178 and 308, respectively;
Figure 4). These values reflect a significant increase in the mo-
tional range of P1 upon mutating J1/2 from “AAA” to “UUU”.
Furthermore, control studies showed that uncertainty in the
simulation parameters[10] does not alter the conclusion that Ç
motion in the 3A ribozyme is more ordered (Section S6).

In addition to the differences between the 3A and 3U ribo-
zymes, EPR spectra also report increasing Ç mobility (and con-
sequently P1 motion) as J1/2 is changed from 3U to 5U and
8U, as indicated by narrowing of the central line, amplitude re-
duction of low- and high-field manifolds, and decreasing 2Aeff

(Figure 2 B). These data follow the same trend as that observed
for the ribozymes with poly-A J1/2 (Figure 2 A). However,
sequence-dependent effects diminish with increasing J1/2
length. The 5A/5U set shows smaller spectral differences than
the 3A/3U set (Figures 2 and 4 B, Section S4). For the 8A/8U
set, the spectra are nearly indistinguishable (Figure 2, Sec-
tion S4), and differences in P1 motion are barely detectable
(Figure 4 B).

The observed dependence of P1 mobility on J1/2 sequence
and length can be accounted for by the intrinsic properties of
the single-stranded J1/2. Single-stranded poly-A is known to
exhibit base stacking[11] and adopt dynamic helical conforma-
tions,[12] whereas single-stranded poly-U exhibits negligible
base stacking[11] and behaves as an unstructured random
coil.[13] Thus the poly-A ribozymes have a “stiffer” J1/2, thereby
resulting in higher motional ordering of P1 (Figures 3 and 4).
Furthermore, with the additional freedom of a longer J1/2, P1
mobility increases as J1/2 lengthens (Figure 2). Previous studies
have reported that for single-stranded RNAs, their persistent
lengths range from 1 to 2 nm,[12a, 13, 14] and the corresponding
Kuhn segment (which can be considered “freely joined” in a
polymer chain) would consist of 4 to 7 nucleotides.[12a] As J1/2
changes from 3 to 5 and 8 nucleotides, it exceeds the Kuhn
length, and differences between poly-A and poly-U are predict-
ed to diminish, as is indeed borne out in the data in Figures 2
and 4 B.

Previous studies using a fluorophore rigidly fused to P1 have
revealed that fluorescence anisotropy measured in the open
complex decreases as J1/2 was extended or mutated from
poly-A to poly-U, thus suggesting alteration of P1 motion.[15]

Figure 4. A) Simulated spectra of 3A and 3U at 25 8C. The order parameter S
obtained from simulations is shown. Additional details are reported in Sec-
tion S6. B) Plots of the probability for the P1 diffusion axis to rotate to a
given angle with respect to the overall averaged axis (ZD). Dotted arrows are
drawn based on qr to depict the effective amplitude of motion.
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The EPR data obtained for Ç are in agreement with the fluores-
cence results. Analyses presented here further suggest that J1/
2 modulates motional ordering of P1 in the 0.5–50 ns range.
Motional ordering dictates the probability of attaining a partic-
ular configuration (Figure 4 B), and is one of the key factors
that impact on sampling of the conformational space. Such
information is important in studies of RNA dynamics, but is
currently lacking, especially for large folded RNAs.

Nevertheless, a number of obstacles remain to be overcome
before one can achieve quantitative descriptions of RNA
motion by SDSL. For example, even with the rigid Ç and the
use of a highly simplified ordering potential, a large number of
parameters are required to fully describe the motion, and
uniquely determining the motional parameters is challenging
and requires further investigation (e.g. , multiple-frequency
EPR). Furthermore, the work presented here focused on nano-
second dynamics, and much remains to be learned regarding
the connection with motions at slower timescales.

In summary, the rigid Ç enhances our ability to distinguish
variations in RNA motions, and allowed us to reveal that in the
ribozyme open complex both the sequence and length of the
single-stranded J1/2 junction modulate nanosecond motional
ordering of the P1 duplex. The SDSL method provides unique
measurement of motions in the 0.5–50 ns range in large RNAs,
and can be further combined with other techniques in our
quest to understand RNA dynamics and its functional implica-
tion. Particularly, synergetic integrations of SDSL and molecular
dynamics simulation have shown promise in studies of model
protein and DNA,[16] and might be fruitful in investigations of
RNA dynamics.

Experimental Section

Experimental details on sample preparation, EPR spectral acquisi-
tion and analyses are reported in the Supporting Information.
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